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I LESSON 4 I 
I I 
i The truths you are now discovering--do you think that these truths were ! 
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meant to be discovered and to bring peace, happiness, and supply to others--but I 
not you? No--THEY WERE MEANT FOR YOU TOO. They stand by waiting for YOU to I 
master the secret of drawing upon them for whatever you need. You can master f 
their secret as wall as we did for they are GOD-TRUTHS, and they operate alike f 
for all. By discovering the Source of supply, and by using it, you are throw- ' 
ing into use a mighty operating GOD-LAW which is like a spring whose waters 
never fail. But be in earnest. Don't neglect the one Power whi0h can do for 
you the things you so much desire done, but cannot seem to do for yourself. I 

I 
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Dear Friend and Student: 

Here is Lesson Four and it is a very important Lesson too. It deals with 
the subject of the world's Creator, and goes into the GOD-LAW at some 
depth. It shows you that the mighty Master Intelligence that created this 
universe did not hold a conversation with a talking snake in the garden of 
Eden six thousand years ago. 

But it does show you something of the magnificence and the power of 
this Creative Spirit and in a small measure shows you something of the 
amazing possibilities of your own life when this mighty GOD-LAW is 
brought into play. By this time, of course, you have grasped something of 
the immensity of this mighty Law and please give special attention to this 
Lesson. 

Don't be in a hurry with it and above anything else be sure that you 
have mastered it before you receive the next one. 

Sincerely your friend and teacher, 

Now we come to Lesson number four. It is an intensely interesting 
Lesson, and is of vital importance to you in your studies. It is one of the 
most important Lessons of all of them, for the profound truths it contains 
are the most fundame~1tal you have ever studied or dealt with. This is the 
Lesson which has brought the amazing number of complimentary letters to 
us from all over the world. It has revolutionized the thought and life of a 
good many of our students, and has been the cause of an entirely new vision 
of the Creative Spirit behind this universe. So study it very carefully, very 
thoughtfully, and very earnestly. Read it over and over again. Drive home 
into the very core of your being the mighty truths this fourth Lesson dis
closes. There are other Lessons equally as interesting as this one, and also 
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as dynamic, but I especially want you to grasp this one please, for it contains 
the key to the others which follow later. · 

You have come to me in search for health, success, happiness, and you 
believe that I know the way. I KNOW that I know the way, and am now, 
through these Lessons, showing it to you. You, of course, are in earnest in 
these studies. You actually want the good things of life, don't you? There 
are hundreds of thousands who are not in the slightest degree interested in 
financial success, good health, or happiness trotting around this old globe. 
Some of them have ey:ei; tastetj happiness. They do not _know what it 
means. ere are others who do not seem to care whether they ever amount 
to ~ or not. They live their lives, or rather, they just manage to 
exist, and thoughts of the higher, nobler, better things of life never seem to 
come to them. They just simply are not interested at all. As long as they 
have a JOB which keeps them in eats and sleep, they seem to be abundantly 
satisfied. But I do not think you are that sort of a person. I know you are not. 

You would not have put yourself in my hands if you had been, and now 
that you are in my hands for this unusual teaching, I earnestly want to 
show you the LAW CAN, WILL, and MU~T bring whatever right and 
needed things "'you tt~m~ into your life when this migh!Y. CreC:tive God
LA W is complied with. When that happen: tflere an 15e no fai ure, and 
right here let me say to you that, if ther · o desire-no real desire in the 
life for the better things, the cha..QS,.\!S are ill ny to on~nst a y of these 
better things ever manifes,U.ng. In act, it is pract1cai y an impossipi ·ty for 
life's finer tli'ings to come, where the earnest, intense desire for them is 
aosent. It is. a part of the ~A~ that ~rst of .~11 t~e n ' SlR U~'.I BE 
THERE. In your individual case I KNOW it is there or you would not 
have enrolled with me. I do not know in your particular case what the 
particular need may be Nor do I care. All I am asking at this point is that 
you remember that you are in earnest in your search of the LAW controlling 
every good thing life has to offer. If I thought the students who will read 
this would not be in earnest, t;hen I promise you it never would have been 
written. But it has been written, it HAS gripped thousands of people all 
over the world, and we have not gotten off to a good start yet. 

The day is coming when the truths of the GOD-LAW as this course of 
instruction reveals them to you, will be known all over the world. What 
a change will there be then. What a difference that will make. This ceaseless 
and oft-times useless struggle against poverty, ill health and unhappiness 
will be a thing of the past in the life of the one knowing how to utilize the 
GOD-LAW as Jesus understood and used it. had no monopoly on this 
Law. is was the message he came to 12,r~ach-the universality of the 
GOD-L . The peop e woula not have it then. It has tq.ken tw ~ho.usand 
y:ears for the . eo le to get the first faint inkling of what this mighty GOD
L W~ y is. er few of them know xet, and, in the meantime, 
thousan s o men and women ave turned in dis st from what has been 
offered to.them in the name of God, knowmg tfiat such ridicu.lous doctrines 
anet' aogmas never coufCI C!o a y thing material and lasting in life. Perhaps 
after death, but not in LIFE. 

All that is changing, however, and as this teaching goes on its way 
around the world, the eyes of men and women are being opened to the 
actual TRUTHS of GOD and, as ever, when natural or Sgiri~ual La~s 
com lied with, THE RESULTS ARE s{jR'E. llave purposely s opped 
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here for a moment on our journey together, and have reconnoitered for a 
few moments, just to look the land over and see just where we stand to 
date. I am to show you the workings of the GOD-LAW behind the universe, 
and show you how to apply it in your own life for health, success, and 
happiness. You, i!lr turn, are deeply in earnest in this entire matter. You 
really want t0'5e a success. You really want to get out oft e rut and 
away from the "don't-cares" and you actually WANT and DESIRE to find 
the better things of life. If you are a marne man or woman, you want that 
home. You want that car. You want that account in the bank. You want 
that life insurance, and, above all, it may be that you want that domestic 
happiness. In other words, you want to be an all-round success with the 
needs of your individual life supplied (the proper needs of course). So at 
this point we are agreed as to where we stand. You have done the little 
exercises I have rescribed for you, faithfully. That is exact y what I want 
you to do. Perl:iaps ·you have not understood them at all, but that is per
fectly all right at this point, if you have done them as I directed you to. 
A little later on, you will understand just· what these exercises are designed 
to do. You will know what they really are, and for what purpose I prescribed 
them. But now, however, you just DO them exactly as I ask you to. Re
member, you are the student and I am the teacher. I know what I am doing 
and talking about, and you want to know. All right then, faithfully follow 
me and remember as you follow me in this marvelous Lesson that we are 
not stu~ · a fair . story in any sense of the word. We are studying the 
story pf TJ;JIS ytORLD and ITS CREA TOR. We are also to study some
thing else. We are to study them s ar e ous...creatio°"'God ever made
YOU-man or woman. Let me interpolate here long enough to suggest 
that you be very sure of your ground before we progress any further along 
the line of these studies. If you are not so clear on any point, or if for some 
reason or other you have not done the exercises, then may I suggest that 
you start at the beginning again, and this time do them. Those of my 
students who are the most earnest will be the most anxious to do these 
things. But, no matter how intensely interesting these Lessons are from a 
historical and literary standpoint, I am afraid that it wil take ch more 
than just a& ading of them to achieve man results. SO, eing in earnest, 
you want the TRUTH,ailcl wifl give it to you. 

In dealing with this immense subject of this world's Creator, and its 
created marvel, man and woman, I realize, of course, the utter impossibility 
of doing it the justice I should like. I could probably write year in and year 
out on this subject but it is necessary now that I condense as much as 
possible and put the vital truths of this course of religious instruction into 
as few words as possible. You will at once recognize their dynamic power, 
however, and on i:m,lyi g the principles as I give them to you, you will 
find that they work. So follow me closely, for it has taken me a lifetime of 
stu y an thought to formulate and prove the facts that I am now writing 
down on a piece of paper for you to read. I am not attempting to write 
these mighty facts in a scholarly manner at all, nor shall I introduce scientific 
terms. I am writing for the man on the street- the man who needs them 
most. I want THAT fellow to grasp what I am talking about. Hence, the 
use of highbrow terms will never be found in anything coming from my 
pen, no matter where it appears. 

The big business man in his swell office probably has not the same need 
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for these truths that you have, and as many of my students will be just 
ordinary every day folks like I am, my wording and expressions will be 
understood by them. In fact, this whole course of instruction is written so 
that even a child can understand it. I have been asked many times to analyze 
the power and grip my writings exert, and I think my answer to that 
question and request has always been to the effect that the reason why 
these Lessons grip is because they contain the truths of GOD, written 
so that am:one can comprehenCl t em. n ·passing once more, let me say 
to you tfiat wherever and whenever you find a TRUTH of GOD, you will 
instant~cogi;:ize it as su.ch, an you will invariably-find that such TRUTH 
is so pia~iliat even a child can understand it. I have always claimed that 
the Crea..tive God-Law behind the universe has been lost sight of on account 
of the sim hc1ty o _ 1 s 02eration. The greatest truths · come rom the 
mo · e c if&en, and the great under ying truths of God are un
mistakably plain w en the attention of the earnest seeker is directed into 
the proper channel. So in this entire course of Lessons, please remember 
that I am writing them very plainly, and am giving you the very best that 
is in me. As I pass these mighty truths along to you, I want you to rise to 
them, and, line up your life with the great fundamental GOD-LAW. I 
want you to know for the first time in your life pei;haps what.true success, 
t~lth, and true happine&s real! are. Man will never. know any of 
these thin s until the GOD-LAW operates in his 1' e. hen it does so 
operate, no ei ts are too great to be attained. In your own case, there is 
not much limit to what may be done; REMEMBER THIS. 

These Lessons, as you will very shortly see, have come to me through the 
Great Source of all truth; therefore they cannot be wrong. They MUST 
and DO contain the truth. Had they not contained the living vital truth, 
both myself and "PSYCHIANA" would never have found even public 
attention. As it is, this teaching will probably be one of the greatest for
ward religious movements this world has seen for a good many years. Now 
in this fourth Lesson, do not attempt to read or study it if you are liable to 
be disturbed. I should like you to have at least one hour in whic;h your 
time is absolutely your own. Get into a quiet, restful and relaxed mood; 
and get into an expectant mood, too, for this Lesson contains lots of spiritual 
power for those who can recognize it. In preparing your mind for the be
ginning of the understanding of the mighty dynamic GOD-LAW, let me 
say to you he.re that the idea of God which I shall give you will, in all 
probability, upset your previous ideas of who and what God or this GOD
LA W actually is. Instead of it being some distant Power which MIGHT 
do something for you AFTER YOU DIE, you will find a very pleasant 
and self-existent POWER which can do something real for you HERE 
and NOW. 

This, of course, is much better than having it in the future. You are sure 
of the life you are living now, and you are also sure that, had you the many 
benefits and blessings of life, you could enjoy thern. But you are not at all 
sure of the future. NQt; a ~gle sou_! ai;i prove that ther. ·s r:iy future. 
Many try to tell us of a home of oliss to be enjoyed after we die, and in 
some future life, but that cannot be proved. It is only what they think. 
So we shall confine our operations of the GOD-LAW to the here and now, 
letting the future take care of itself. I think that will be better. Don't you? 
Now just a word of explanation as to your religious beliefs, which, by the 
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way, I know nothing of. Probably most of my students have long since 
discarded the old orthodox idea of God, which is a good thing. For if one 
were to try and get a definite explanation of who and what God really is 
from the many differing sects, etc., claiming to know God, I am afraid one 
would have a very hard time doi11g it. For every· preacher in the world 
there is a different definition of God. There are over 3,000 differing sects 
and denominations operating in our land today, and each is convinced that 
all the rest of them are wrong. 

They have the truth, and no one else has it. Unless you find their "god" 
in their own prescribed manner, you can't find him at all. In my mind, 
however, there is a very big question as to whether any of them have seen 
the Light as it exists. You can form your own opinion, however, when 
these Lessons are finished. You will then have a very good idea of who is 
right, the differing religious organizations or I. It is hard to reconcile the 
many differing conceptions of God with the truth as it exists, and some
times I wonder how it possibly could have been that religious idolatry has 
taken the place of the dynamic GOD-LAW. But such seems to be the case. 
However, no matter what your religious persuasion is, remember, you 
have agreed to lay it to one side for the time being. Running through all 
the systems of religious instruction the world has ever seen, there is, like 
a silver thread, the TRUTH. The system may be ninety-nine per cent 
error, and it probably is, but there is some truth in every system of religion, 
no matter where it originated and who originated it. The world has seen to 
date many crucified "saviors." Long before the Christian "savior" a,ppeared 
there had been many others. Their followers, of course, all considered 
THEIR OWN "savior" the only one who really was a combination of 
God and man. 

I will not spend any time discussing all these other "saviors" at this point 
any more than to say that they were all supposed to be a mysterious com
bination of GOD with some man. They were supposed to have done mirac
ulous things; most of them were crucified; all of them rose from the dead, 
and all came into the world to save people from their sins. There have been 
enough divine "saviors" down through history to save a dozen worlds in
cluding this one. That is, of course, if their claims were true. Unfortunately, 
however, their claims were NOT true, as history also shows. The point 
I want to make, however, is that the man who was considered to be "god" 
and a man in combination, was usually a very bright thinker, and a man with 
a deep insight into Spiritual Law. Not always, but usually so. Some of the 
most brilliant and elevating of sayings came from the mouth of Confucius. 
In the case of the Christian religion, its prophet, one Jesus, was no more 
than a man. If I had the time I could convince you that this statement is a 
fact, and could convince you beyond any shadow of a doubt. But at the 
same time, that man Jesus knew what Spiritual L.A W was, and to a wonder
ful degree. He had a grasp on the truths of the 'GOD-LAW that very few 
have ever had either before or since th~t time, so I am going to take that 
man and use him, because you are probably more familiar with that story 
than you are with the story of any of the other world's "crucified saviors." 
In dealing with this man I shall show you the staggering import of the 
truths he saw and used. • 

Mighty truths they are, too. It is interesting here to note that never did 
Jesus Christ say; he was God. At o tir~e did he ever make such a claim. To 
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the contrary, he claimed the...'\Ler o posite. Did he not say that the things 
he did ou nd I should do also? Did e not say that? Did he not ask why 
anyone should call him God? Many, many times he specifically claimed 
NOT TO BE GOD, to the exclusion of the rest of the human race. The 
church is the organization which tacked divinity onto Christ, and by so 
domg, 1t a solute! . !{i!led his message. Had the church left him as a man, as 
he claime o e, an not tac e onto him the nonsensical resurrection from 
the-tl~. afi"d the' equally nonsensical and unprovable ascension into a place 
called heaven, what a difference it would have made- wouldn't it? But by 
introducing a story that he was God, and therefore possessing a power 
which no one else can possess, they just simply took him away out of reach 
of the common folks like you and me, and placed him on a pedestal where 
he never belonged. Further than that thf;~obbecLmankind of every chanc~ 
o{ ever dping the_things..that.he did. If Christ were God, then there can be 
no possible chance of you or me ever duplicating his works. If he were but 
a man, fiowever, in full tune with the GOD-LAW, which I claim, then 
there is a chance of every man using the same God-Law as he used, to do 
whatever is needed in life. What a different light this throws on things, 
does it not? · 

Just think for a moment-suppose there were, existing now, a great 
Spiritual Law more than sufficient to make possible every proper desire of 
the human heart, wouldn't that be a very welcome Power? Well, friend, 
that is the message of the Christ. 'T at is the message he came to bring. 
Tliat- otliiqg more. His message was ·t lly one telling of the Power 
of the GOD-LAW. His message was completely imitea o tne telling of 

e actual ·teral physical and spiritual results to be obtained through 
the application of this mighty GOD-LAW. He proved that he knew how 
to call into play this self-same Law that I am telling you of. Diseases dis
appeared, the blind received their sight again. The deaf had their hearing 
restored, the lame walked, the hungry were fed, we are told. 

Now, it is my contention that this same Powex: xists today and FOR 
T AT VERY PURPOSE. True it is, the religiously inclined will laugh 
at t at. ey tell 'lis t lia we can not know the Spiritual God-Law until we 
die. NO? They cannot tell me that, though, for I know better, and before 
you have gone very far on your way with me, you will know better also. 
But just suppose that I DO know what I am talking about. Just suppose 
that there IS such a POWER as that, easily available HERE and NOW. 
D~u think such a.EOWER would make an difference in your life? I 
think1 t would. And, take it from me, w oever you are, that is the fact of 
life as it exists today. That was the truth Jesus proclaimed, and for which, 
we are told, they killed him. Never did he take any credit to himself. It 
was ever, first, last, and all the time, GOD. And that is the way it is with 
"PSYCHIANA" today. FIRST, LAST, and all the time--GOD. To us, 
however, GOD is a Spiritual LAW. It operates here and now and is the 
greatest operating LAW or POWER this world has ever seen or known. 
It hasn't known much about this Power to date either. It is learning, 
though, and as this teaching of mine and its accompanying Power continues 
to go around the world, so will men and women begin to learn something 
about this self-existent present, immutable, dynamic God-Law, and, know
ing the operations of that Law, their every want will be supplied, and thei:r 
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every right desire will be fulfilled, bY. and through the operations and ex• 
istence of this mighty GOD,LA W-which is GOD. 

So we shall look for a little while now at what Jesus said about this 
mighty God,Law. I shall ask you to go back to the story of the woman of 
Samaria at the well of Jacob. You will remember that this carpenter man 
had asked her for a drink of water. In the conversation which followed, he 
made a positive and definite asser,tion that GOD IS SPIRIT. He did NOT 
say "God is A spirit" at a . A searc of the oldest text hem will disclose 
the fact that the article "a" is not in there at all. It was interpolated or 
added to make sense out of the·statement, according to the ideas of the 
translators of this chapter. Instead of making sense out of the statement, 
however, they made cqmplete IJM S?ose 11.nd destroyed the entire meaning 
of the verse. M~e..th;i.o...that, they destroyed the definition of God as Jesus 
gave it. As a matter of fact, no one can tell the harm these translators did 
through the interpolation of their own ideas as to just how these scriptures 
should read. While passing, it might be as well to call attention to the fact 
that there has never been known to exist one single original manuscript 
covering t is 15 e story. This fact is not published by the church folks and 
many oftl1em may question this statement. But it is a fact. 

NOT ONE SINGLE ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPT COVERING 
THIS BIBLE STORY HAS EVER BEEN KNOWN TO EXIST. Even the 
authQrshiE of the four gospels ii; absob,U:~unknown. It IS known that at 
least three of them were NOT written by the men whose titles they bear, 
and it is further fact that no one knows who actually did the writing of 
them, if they were not written by the church itself. All that has e'l.er 
existed of the New Testament are "copies" and copies of "copies.' ' But of 
ong1 anusq:ipts, tliere are none. N'Or"'have there ever been any known 
to eXi.st. In view of this fact, 1 am of the opinion that too much dogmatism 
concerning the "divinity" of the scriptures is certainly quite out of the 
order. The story may be taken on "faith" but there certainly is no evidence 
of its truth as far as authentic proof of the existence of any original 
manuscripts goes. Let me say a word or two to the warring church 
factions right now, and here it is- if you would only understand 
that the men who translated this Bible were ordinary every,day 
human beings just like you and me - if you would only understand 
that they were educated only up to the light of their time, then it 
seems to me that you would not care what interpretation were placed 
on the story of the creation of man, provided, of course, that this 
interpretation were reasonable. We know, and we know full well that 
the mighty Creative Intelligence behind this ~2'erse DID NOT make a 
man from a mixture of s it and earth. WE KN W that, ana al.I the religi, 
ously inclined could not ma e us believe that it did. We also know that 
no "god" caused a deep sleep to come upon a man, and then, while fast 
asleep, removed one rib and made a woman out of it. WE KNOW THAT 
DID NOT HAPPEN. But what difference does it make whether man's 
creation took one second of time or ten million years? What difference does 
it make whether man began his existence as a humble amoeba, progressing 
through the millions of ages until his present stage was reached, or whether 
he was instantly made in one second of time? That is not what matters my 
friends. What actually matters is this-WHAT MESSAGE HA VE YOU 
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FROM YOUR GOD TO THE MAN ON THE STREET HERE AND 
NOW? If you and your br.rthren cann.Qt agr,ee as to whethe th! sJQ.tY. ou 
dr.p£nd on is true or not, TliEN HOW DO YOU EXPECT TO CON
VINC lliE SIREELLB 2\: u I t 1' UE? If you 
continue to 'fillr and fight amongst youi.:,selv-€s as to hether or ot.Jesus 
Cju:ist was Goa, and if you cannot agree on the subject, then WHAT 
LIGHT IS THE MAN ON THE STREET GOING TO GET FROM 
YOU? HOW IS HE GOING TO KNOW? 

You may depen upon one thing, tl:1oug , and this thing is that the men 
who deciphered these old anonymous manuscripts you call the Word of 
God were one hundred per cent human men, And you may also depend 
upon another thing-you may depend upon it that the men who wrote 
them were also one hundred per cent human, This beirig a fact, these men, 
whoever they were, were certainly subject to human limitations. So if I 
were you, I believe I should quit squabbling amongst yourselves, and try 
and get down to basic fundamental facts concerning the LIVING God as 
It exists and operates here and now. For unless the church does quit its 
squabbling and get down to actual facts concerning God, you will find that 
the revelations which should come through you, will come through men 
and women WHO MAKE NO PROFESSION OF RELIGION AT ALL. 
This is exactly what is now happening, and the church has no one to blame 
but itself. · 

I have digressed here a little. Please excuse me-and we shall go back to 
where we were. To say "a" spirit would most surely imply the existence of 
more than one spirit and JESUS DID NOT DO THIS. So then we have the 
plain statement from one who certainly knew, that GOD IS SPIRIT. A 
very plain and definite statement and one that is quite i;iderstand~ I am 
sure. How that statement opens up the entire scripture like a rose when 
fully grasped. The next thing incumbent upon us then, in order to have an 
intelligent explanation of ~GOD is, is to finc;!_g.u wpat "s irit" is. 
Now if you wanted to knowthe meaning of any word, where would you 
go to get the definition of it? To the dictionary I believe. So there is exactly 
where we shall go. I think perhaps Webster is the accepted authority today, 
so we shall quote him. His definition is, in effect, that "~it" is LIFE or 
INX.ELLI.QE CE conceived of ~ntireJy aRart from phy~cal embodimq t. 
What is that? Let me repeat tlie sta ement, for 1t is very dynamic. Webster 
said that "spirit" was LIFE or INTELLIGENCE conceived of, or capable 
of existence or being WITHOUT PHYSICAL FORM. Here we are 
getting down to something definite about God. We have a definition of 
terms. We are not accepting what someone else told us, neither are we 
accepting some theory or other-we are getting down to bed-rock as it 
were. We have then, the st(ltement that God is "LIFE" or "INTELLI
G.ENCE" capable of existence w1tfout bodily or J?.hxs1cal form. That is the 
very best &efinition possible. THAT definition is corroborated throughout 
the entire scriptures, so for the purpose here I shall take it as it stands. 
There are, of course, many other things that GOD is, BUT BEFORE IT 
COULD HA VE BEEN ANY OF THESE OTHER THINGS IT MUST 
NEEDS HAVE BEEN LIFE FIRST. I wish I could drive that statement 
home to you. Let me repeat it once more. BEFORE GOD COULD HAVE 
BEEN ANY OF THE OTHER THINGS THAT IT IS, IT MUST 
NEEDS HA VE BEEN LIFE FIRST. And without LIFE, all of the other 
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hings that It is would be as naught. HAD IT NOT BEEN LIFE, IT ) 
NEVER COULD HA VE BEEN ANYTHING ELSE. So for a while here 
I shall concentrate on the accepted fact that GOD IS SPIRIT, and that 
SPIRIT IS LIFE CAPABLE OF EXISTENCE WITHOUT PHYSICAL 

ORM. In other words, ~ is INVISIBLE LIFE. ..,/ 
It will take you a long time to fully grasp thaf statement, my friend. You 

will not grasp it overnight. But when you DO grasp it to the full, you will 
begin to understand a little bit, just what God really is, and more than that, 
just WHERE HE IS. Try and imagine this Living God, the most dynamic 
Power in the universe, being all around you in the air so to speak, in the 
very room in which you are reading this-BUT INDISCERNIBLE TO 
YOU IN YOUR PRESENT ST ATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS. That is 
the EXACT FACT of the presence of God. It is not hidden away "in the 
sky" somewhere, nor does It hide and operate from some remote portion of 
your brain, through your "subconscious mind" either. Nor are Its manifesta
tions made known through the medium of your sympathetic nervous 
system, or anything on that order. Never believe such twaddle as that. 
THIS LIVING DYNAMIC POWER, THIS MIGHTY LIVING GOD 
IS IN THE VERY AIR YOU BREA THE-not, of course, ·as one of the 
chemical constituents of the air, but LIVING IN IT-AND YET NOT 
PART OF IT. Can you grasp what I mean? I am sure you can. Many 
scientists on the verge of this mighty truth have stated that "there is 
thinking substance in the ether all around us." It is MORE THAN THAT. 

This statement completely revolutionizes the entire underst.anding of 
God as we have it today. You must make a clean-cut distinction't1eye though 
between God's actually living in any part of your physical bdd~. and Its 
actual presence there. To say that God dwells in you, as a bod}it, would be 
grossly wrong. For as "spirit" It could not inhabit a material bo'~y . But to 
say that God dwells within you, and at the same time has positively no 
physcial connection with you at all, is stating ' the TRUTH as it AC
TUALLY EXISTS. Many psychologists find iti hard to do this, so they 
immediately go on the assumption that God Itself, or some attrib\l~<; of 
Itself, actually lives and operates through the brain and spinal columh or 
some other part of the human mechanism. Such a statement, however, is 
grossly misleading, and is false in its entirety .. Furthermore, God has no 
attributes which might so operate. It has no mind-It cannot have: Nor is 
t~e any such thing '3S a "ggd-mind" or a "go • -cQnsciousness" or a ''.god" 
anything else. There canllQ!: be because GOD IS- not t;0CI HAS. Do you 
see THAT? There is a little 6ook pu6lisll'ed by the mty; School of Chris
tianity at Kansas City, Mo., and written by H. Emilie Ca y. Tne 5ook: is 
called "Lessons in Truth." I should like to have every student of mine, 
when he has finished these Lessons, send for that book. It gave me a lot of 
help in my early metaphysical studies, and while I do not agree with Mrs. 
Cady in many things she teaches, I can and do agree with her on many .,,,,,~ 
other points. 

When I saw the flock of geese flying high in the sky and filling the air 
below with their honks, I saw GOD IN ACTUAL OPERATION 
THROUGH AN IMMUTABLE LAW, WHICH IS GOD, THAT 
GEESE SHOULD FLY. When I saw the little robins building their nests, 
I SAW GOD IN OPERATION THROUGH AN IMMUTABLE LAW 
MADE AGES AGO WHICH LAW REQUIRED THAT LITTLE 
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ROBINS MATE-BUILD THEIR NESTS-AND PRODUCE MORE 
LITTLE ROBINS. When I went into the bedroom and looked upon the 
sleeping form of my boy Alfred, I SAW GOD IN ACTUAL OPERATION 
THROUGH AN IMMUTABLE LAW HE MADE AGES AGO, 
WHICH LAW ORDAINED THAT THE HUMAN RACE SHOULD 
PROPAGATE ITS OWN KIND. IN THE SLEEPING FORM OF MY 
OWN ALFRED I SAW THE RESULTS OF THAT SAME LAW 
STILL OPERA TING THOUSANDS AND PERHAPS MILLIONS 
OF YEARS LATER. But it would be the rankest kind of folly and untruth 
were I to state to you that either the Living Creative God Itself, or any of 
Its supposed attributes, were actually living in, or operating "through the 
brain and spinal column of either the boy, the geese, or the little robins. 
Man's brain was given to him to control the functions of the physical 
body only. The same thing applies to the brains of the geese, the robins, 
the boy or the girl, and you may depend upon it, no God, as such, operates 
personally through any flesh of any kind. Nor did the Creative LIFE or 
INTELLIGENCE or GOD ever come down to this earth, and occupy the 
body of any human being to the exclusion of all others. As spirit, it could 
not possibly have done that. In the body-but not of it. 

The common idea of God he d by the church people of today, seems to 
be that of some personality who dwells in a home in "heaven," and who is 
'now up there, checking and perhaps re-checking on us and making notes of 
all of our actions down here. At some future time, we are told, we shall 
come back to life again, and shall stand in a court of judgment, a!)d those 
of us who do not measure up to a certain standard will be everlastingly 
punished. Those who do, however, will be everlastingly rewarded. Weil
l have no quarrel at all with those who care to hold such a theory as that. 
Their outlook on life and their future rnust by necessity be very stunted 
though, and certain it is that with such prospects ahead of them, they can 
never attain very much happiness in THIS life. The statement, however, 
to put it mildly, is erroneous-but all that will appear later. The point I 
want to send home to you now is that GOD IS INVISIBLE LIE&. In "It" 
we live .. and move and have our being, and that oula be manifest! im
possible if "goo-We're in "hea:i;e1{ or any other place remove from Iiis 
creation. 

The stunning fact is that you could not take another breath without 
God. Not without God's help or without this mighty Creative Life Spirit. 
A sparrow can't fall to the ground without It. The wild geese would get 
lost without It. The lily on the mountain-side could not grow without It. 
The little robins might raise baby scorpions without It-not without the 
"subconscious inind," but without It. Do you begin to see what I mean? 
T.J¥s mighty; LIFE SPIRl T , this supreme Intelligence is everywhere. Right 
here m the room m wliich I am writing this and so close to me that in It, I 
press down these typewriter keys and send this message to you. If I were 
to leave the room I should not take It with me out of the room, It would 
still be here after I had gone. It is very important that you grasp the fact 
of the nearness and actual presence of the most dynamic Power, Intelligence 
and Life, all around you, at your call, and more than able to provide for you 
whatever may be necessary to your complete health, success, and happiness. 
In the room next to the one in which I am writing this, lies my only son 
Alfred. I have just gone in and talked with him for I love him more than I 

. •. 
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do my life. There lies that splendid body, and to all intents and purposes, 
and as far as he is concerned, he is as one dead .. He does not even know that 
he is asleep. As I stood there watching that breast heave and contract
just what did I see? I call the physical form lying there, Alfred. But is that 
what it really is? No. For "ALFRED" is only a: name, and you cannot see 
a name. So what is it that I actually saw lying there in that bed? Shall I tell 
you? Lying there in that bed, my friend, I saw, not Alfred, but the mighty 
immutable GOD, LAW IN ACTUAL OPERATION. This-and nothing 
more. Some psychologists would have us believe th,at every tree, every 
blade of grass, every piece of rock, every piece of metal-in fact, every, 
thing in the universe is what they call a manifestation of the "universal 
mind" whatever that may be. I have explained once that "mind" has noth, 
ing to do with it, and again I must ask you to disabuse yourself of the idea, 
if you hold it, that any "mind" of any sort manifests in any animate or 
inanimate object on this earth. That is NOT the explanation. 

The reason the trees grow is because, AW A Y BACK YONDER IN 
THE BEGINNING, THE GOD,LAW ORDAINED THAT THEY 
SHOULD GROW, AND AS A MATTER OF FACT, IT CAUSED 
THEM TO GROW. They can no more refuse to grow in violation of the 
immutable GOD,LA W than can you-or myself. The reason that the 
beautiful white lily blooms and grows on the hillside, is because, AWAY 
BACK YONDER IN THE BEGINNING, BEFORE LILIES EVER 
GREW BEFORE, THIS SAME ETERNAL AND EVER,PRESENT 
GOD,LA W COMMANDED THEM TO GROW. Not because the 
power of "mind" had anything to do with it, BUT BECAUSE THIS 
GREAT IMMUTABLE NEVER,CHANGING LIFE SPIRIT, CAP, 
ABLE OF EXISTENCE WITHOUT BODILY FORM, CAUSED IT 
TO SO BE-that is the reason. In other words, this great Life Spirit made 
an absolutely inviolable LAW, that out of the single ear of corn should 
grow hundreds of ears. That is the reason the farmer KNOWS that when 
he plants grain he will reap grain, and not jackpines or cactus. When the 
first wild goose was placed here upon this earth, the mig-hty Creative Life 
Spirit that created the goose, implanted within that goose, or caused it to 
react to an IMMUTABLE GOD,LA W, which immutable Law guides it 
from one part of the earth to another. THAT is the reason it CANNOT 
be "fooled." 

When the very first pair of red,breasted robins was placed by this mighty 
Creative Life Spirit on this earth, they were ordered to comply with the 
God,Law covering their existence, to mate-AND PRODUCE OTHER 
ROBINS-THAT is the reason they cannot produce scorpions. I said they 
CANNOT. For the LAW is immutable. When the first pair of the human 
race, away back yonder in the beginning, lost whatever spiritual estate 
they once had-if they had one, they were commanded to exist as physical 
beings, reproducing their kind and were commanded to grow as we are 
growing today. THAT is the reason we are as we are-and that is the 
reason we exist at all. Not because of "god" spitting in the earth and making 
a man, but because IT IS THE IMMUTABLE GOD,LAW THAT WE 
SHOULD BE. In other words, as Alfred, so are we, a DIRECT ACTION 
PRODUCT OF THIS MIGHTY LIFE SPIRIT. Yes, and more than that, 
my friend; we are the very greatest manifestation this God, Power ever had 
or made. Think that over. Living in the midst of this mighty GOD,LA W, 
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and yet separated from IT. That is the situation as it exists in the human 
race today. So you see the matter of finding the God-Law is not going to be 
as hard as you may have imagined it might be. The fact of the matter is that 
it is harder to GET AWAY from this mighty LAW than it is to find it. 
Please try to grasp the fact of this LIVING CREATIVE GOD-POWER 
being all around you, and at your disposal, and directly available to you 
for the actual manifestation of whatever proper things you may need, no 
matter what they may be. Try I say, to grasp this mighty fact, for that is 
exactly the condition in which you live. There is, at your disposal, all the 
power of the God-Head for the manifestation of whatever it may be that 
you must stand in need of, whether wealth, health, or happiness. You 
would not attempt to tell me that the mighty God-Law which caused this 
created scheme of things to be in the first place, and which momentarily 
sustains them, could not, or would not lend its aid to one of its created 
beings-would you? It weuld be useless for you to try to tell me that. I 
know better. Had you been taught this fact when you were a child, you 
would have accepted it without question, and the chances are many to one 
that you would have been far more prosperous, healthy, and happy than you 
now are. But you were not taught that. You were taught that God was 
some great power living up in the sky, and that not until after you were 
dead could you know anything about Him. You were taught that you came 
into this world as a lost, guilty and hell-deserving sinner, and that unless a 
certain thing happened to you, you would go down to a terrible doom. 
What the doom would be, and what would save you from it depended, of 
course, on whatever system of "supernaturally-revealed" religion instructed 
you. 

But suppose that from your earliest childhood you had been given the 
picture of God that I am giving you now? Suppose that you had been 
raised to know that instead of this mighty Creator operating only "after 
you die," It actually lived and operated for your benefit here and now
how much better would your life have been? This is the point at which I 
clash with a good many of the differing systems of religion. I have no use for 
the theory that God has left Its creation alone until "after we die." I don't 
believe it, and I KNOW BETTER. I have again digressed here a little bit 
and I shall ask you to excuse me, please. Now where were we? Well-we 
find ourselves surrounded on every hand with a Power, an omnipotent 
Power, so creative and so dynamic, that in the beginning, place it where 
you will, this Power was of sufficient intelligence, and wisdom and ability 
and omniscience, to create the very first LIFE-GERM, if there ever were a 
first life germ. Personally I don't think there was, for it is my own personal 
opinion that this Great GOD-LAW is self-existent and has been since 
before the beginning of time. Here you are then, surrounded by an intelli
gent LAW or Power, capable of stepping into the picture before you were 
a foetus, and, in nine months' time, making a complete human being out of 
you. Don't you think that is some power? Don't you think that such an 
intelligence is capable of taking complete charge of your future, and pro
viding you with whatever it is you need? 

Don't you think such an intelligence can provide you with that car, or 
that home, or that bank account, or perhaps, that domestic happiness you 
so much crave? I think it can. Yes-I KNOW IT CAN. And if it be that 
this revelation of God is upsetting your previous views and ideas of Him, 
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then I ask you which is most valuable to a man today, a God who does 
things only after you die-or a God that is a complete entity, and does 
things for one HERE and NOW, when you KNOW you can appreciate 
them. WHICH? And I know your answer. 

At this very moment my secretary walked into my office with a letter. 
"Did you read this letter?", she asked. I replied "No, let me see it." Here 
is the letter and I am going to quote it in full for it just fits in beautifully 
with the thought you are getting now. Furthermore, the very last Lesson 
you read last week was the one which evidently did the trick. "Does this 
Power actually exist," you ask. Well, here is the letter word for word: 

"Dear Doctor Robinson: 

What a change-only the third Lesson and here I am, changed from a 
living death of inactivity to an office full of men. Plenty of work that a man 
needs. 

Do I believe in the power of the Living God? I should say I do. Please 
hold Lessons until I get over the dizziness of it all and find a proper address. 

Very sincerely your student, 

J. A. T.-d." 

This and many similar letters come to me in the course of a week, and 
they all tell the same story. Wherever this mighty ever-present Power, this 
God-Law is used, IT BRINGS RESULTS. Sometimes the first Lesson starts 
the results. Other times it takes the whole course before the student grasps 
something of the operation of this mighty Power. And please remember 
here that this Power is NO personality. It never was a personality and it 
never will be a personality. It has, however, a PERSONAL EXISTENCE 
FOR YOU AND ME. BUT IT IS A LAW. IT IS THE GOD-LAW I AM 
NOW TEACHING YOU HOW TO FIND AND USE. 

Now, just a word about your mental attitude. I will explain fully a little 
later all about the exercises before you go to sleep. In the meantime, keep on 
your relaxing exercise at night. Put all clocks and other noisy things from 
the room if you can. Lie as limp as a rag, for this is the very best way to 
rest the body and restore it. Have no thoughts in your mind except one. 
Stay in that limp condition, looking at the inside of your eyelids, and 
absolutely motionless until you see the "bright area" in your range of vision. 
Keep looking at that spot until you go to sleep. There will automatically 
come to you in these moments of resting and relaxation, the thought that 
is uppermost in your nature. Mind you, I do not say "in your mind" but 
in YOU as you really are. I want you now to think about the thing you 
need in life more than anything else. Just let that thing center on the 
"bright area." Lie there absolutely like a rag, and think about the needed 
thing that you want the mighty God-Law to bring to you. Then, still 
absolutely motionless, direct your thoughts on this one thing. No effort is 
required at all, for you are resting and will soon be asleep. Then, after you 
have dwelt on this one thing you need more than anything else, let this 
little sentence run through your mind and KEEP YOUR VISION ON 
THE BRIGHT SPOT. 

Here is the little sentence I want you to use, and remember, let it be only 
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a thought. Don't whisper or utter a syllable, for I want you to forget that 
you have a physical body at all for the time being. Then let this thought run 
through you-"I AM FINDING THE POWER OF THE LIVING 
GOD-LAW." Let this thought continually run through you and the first 
thing you know you will be asleep. Then, through the day, in earnestness, 
do the same thing. Whenever and wherever you have the opportunity, let 
your predominating thought be this same sentence and then KEEP ETER
NALLY AT IT. It takes no effort at all, and it may seem simple BUT 
THE POWER BEHIND IT IS DYNAMIC. Don't question this or any 
other exercises that I prescribe. I know what I am talking about, and you 
will know that I do very soon. I will say, however, that you are getting to 
the place where you will begin to understand a little bit, how this mighty 
God-Law works, and what it is. · 

Remember, you are a physical being, and you are trying to find the 
Creative GOD-LAW. This Law, being a spiritual Law, WILL BE CON
TACTED BY SPIRITUAL MEANS. It lies in an unseen realm. Remem
ber that, please. Its manifestations will be made physically to you, but your 
initial contact with this God-Law will be made in and through the Spiritual 
Realm. Don't forget this, and DO THESE EXERCISES. In the next Lesson 
we will go deeper into this mighty subject and you will learn some things 
that may possibly open your eyes a little wider. lt will be a good thing to 
read this Lesson every night before retiring, and then go right to your good 
night exercises in finding this mighty Power which is to bring to you the 
things you need. Whenever you know how to supply the Law in your own 
life, remember, there is no limit to this mighty Power. Also remember, 
THE POWER IS FOR YOU. 

SPECIAL NOTE TO MY STUDENTS 

The first course in "PSYCHIANA" made what I think is a world record, 
for in the first year it went into 67 different countries. This present course, 
however, seems destined to make a better record than did the first one. If 
letters came to me thick and fast on the initial course, they certainly are 
coming to me faster on this one. The great fact to remember here, my friend, 
is the fact that there is in existence, a God Power so dynamic that it almost 
staggers one when he thinks about it. I cannot give you everything I should 
like to all at once, for this is a mighty big subject. It is also quite a revolu
tionary teaching. But you may take it from me that I am convinced beyond 
any shadow of doubt that this question of God is the most misunderstood 
subject in existence. We are living evolutionary lives. We are a product of 
evolution. That evolution is not ended yet. We are at the point of transition. 
We are to change our conception of the spiritual part of men and things 
quite materially. That is not strange at all. A few years ago the radio 
would not have been believed. But the radio is here. Every honest man and 
woman will admit that what has been given to us concerning God and 
religion does not satisfy. People don't believe the stories told to them by 
professional religionists any more. They question their truth. If these 
varying stories were true, the world would soon know it. So would those 
professing these things. But a new day is daw:1ing, and these old stories of 
men beinf "lost souls" are on their way to the bone-pile where they belong. 
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And to you I say at this point in your studies, get ready for a new revela
tion of truth for you are going to get one. 

Sincerely your friend and teacher, 

FRANK B. ROBINSON. 

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS FOR LESSON NO. 4 

These examination questions are for your benefit and you should know 
the answers to all of them. If they are not clear to you, read your Lesson 
again and again until they are clear. 

1. With what general subject does the fourth Lesson deal? 

2. What is the first requirement before the God-Law can be put into 
operation? 

3. What was the real message that Jesus came to preach? 

4. Instead of God being some distant Power which MIGHT do some
thing for you AFTER YOU DIE, the fourth Lesson offers an entirely 
different conception? 

5. The statement attributed to Jesus that "God is a Spirit" is (a) a 
mistranslation; (b) misleading? 

6. How many original manuscripts of the New Testament have been 
known to exist? 

7. Is it correct to say that "Heaven is God's dwelling place".? 

8. By whom or what are the actions of man's physical body controlled? 

9. What is the reason that we are such beings as we are? 

10. What is meant by saying that "God is Spirit"? 

11. By what means and in what Realm will your initial contact with the 
God-Law be made? 

12. Describe fully the exercise given in the fourth Lesson. 
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